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ABSTRACT
As a sculptor I am interested in telling stories, particularly those that are the foundation of
cultures. In my thesis I argue that traditional narratives need to be retold and reinterpreted for
contemporary audiences. Using transmedial narratology as a framework, I explore how
narratives can be told in sculptures. Transmedial narratology contends that narrative can be
conveyed through all mediums without losing coherence. This argument underpins my
research question; how can traditional narratives be translated into material expressions?
Within this framework, Werner Wolf identified sculpture as a limited narrative medium. My
research project identifies narrative possibilities beyond these limitations through material
engagement. Extending on Paul Carter’s material thinking, my thesis explores the relationships
between artist and materials, and between artwork and audience as the key method to
reinterpret and re-tell stories. My exegetical methodology is reflective practice – a process
through which thought is integrally linked with my creative actions in the reinterpretation of
traditional narratives. I further this exploration by analysing the works of collaborative artist
Adam Rish, sculptor Linde Ivimey, and textile artist Mister Finch as artists whose material
expressions retell stories. I also examine the installation and exhibition process of Ian Gentle,
Terence Koh and Fiona Hall, paying particular attention to how the use of space assists in the
setting of contexts. In the development of the creative component, I argue that material
selection, construction processes, and spatial installation are all material facets where
narratives are embedded within my three-dimensional timber works.

My exegesis and

creative work function is a self-reflexive dialogue that mutually informs and actively pursues
ways where meaningful narratives can be reinterpreted by contemporary audiences.
The outcomes of this research project forms an important insight into translations of
traditional narratives into contemporary sculptural forms and adds to the existing argument
and knowledge surrounding narrative.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As a sculptor, I find myself consistently returning to foundational narratives of cultures as the
starting points for my creative works. Re-telling traditional narratives such as myths, fairy
tales, and folklores have been the roots of our culture and a practice that frequently manifests
in works of art. This research project explores the translation of these traditional narratives
into material forms in contemporary art from a practice-based viewpoint. The focus of my
investigation is not confined to sculptural forms inspired by traditional narratives but,
importantly, sculptural reinterpretations that respond to the changes in our contemporary
world. I argue that this continual reinterpretation also requires the incorporation of
ambiguities. My research project examines how this has been achieved in contemporary
sculpture, which I define as three-dimensional freestanding forms.

A departure point of this project was ‘disneyfication’. As a Visual Arts teacher, I am interested
in the impact ‘disneyfying’ traditional stories have on young people today. The term
‘disneyfication’ describes the sanitation, commercialisation, and modification of stories from
their original form (Bryman, 2004; Darcy, 2004; New Internationalist 1998; Warren 1994).
Substantial discussion on this process can be found in the field of cultural studies that
examines the evolution of fairy tales and folk tales in relation to their use in Disney’s products
in the context of youth education (Sayers 1965; Zipes 1994,1997; Hastings 1993; Klugman,
1995). In his book The Disney Version, Schickel argues that the process of ‘disneyfication’ both
reinforces and contributes to patriarchal and capitalist systems. He claims that all aspects of
‘magic, mystery, individuality’ are annihilated when literary works go through this process
(Schickel 1985 p. 225). Disney’s homogenisation of the unique qualities of traditional literary
works is one of the negative impacts Schickel identifies. Other scholars criticise the ‘false
innocence’ peddled by Disney and its films (Giroux 2000; Bell et al. 1995), suggesting that the
company sells an unrealistic view of the world to children. This cultural dominance is a cause
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for concern because the version of happiness sold through these narratives gives a false sense
of achievable life outcome (Zipes 2011, p. 15). The Disney storytelling formula elevates the
individual and their success as being more important than the collective good.1 As an educator,
I have seen the detrimental impact of the unrealistic expectations fostered by these films on
young people as they move into the world.

Figure 1: Gilles Barbier, 2002, L’Hospice (The Nursing Home), installation, Dimensions Variable

Examining ‘disneyfication’ of traditional tales established the context of my research in
contemporary storytelling. In particular, I was drawn to how artists in turn critically re-tell
Disney narratives and stories from popular culture. For example, Gilles Barbier’s L’Hospice
(Figure.1) imagines the future for aging Marvel superheroes. Dina Goldstein’s photographic
series Fallen Princesses (2007) (Figure.2) is motivated by the artist’s ‘deep personal pain’
(Goldstein 2007-2009, p.1) at the ‘happily ever after’ motif sold by the Disney franchise. Her
photographs depict the Disney Princesses in real-life everyday situations. The ceramic series by
Michele Beevors, Debbie Does Disney (2005-6) (Figure.3), and the works created by Paul
McCarthy for the White Snow (2009) exhibition, present a darker, subversive edge that
reimagines Disney characters in the real world after their fairy tale has ended and, like

1 This is in contrast to Pixar animations, for example, where happiness of characters is found through
group success.
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everyday people, are capable of self-harm, susceptible to aging or sexually grotesque. These
artists critique the Disney narratives and their dominance about how life is imagined.

Figure 2: Dina Goldstein, 2009, ‘Cinder’, Fallen Princesses series, colour photograph

In my project, narrative is defined as stories that help us construct meaning by structuring our
experience of time and space. I am, therefore, interested in how traditional narratives can be
retold in material forms in ways that preserve their complexities. This research examines how
the act of making, and how the physical materials that are used, can contribute to capacity of
sculptures to re-tell stories.

Figure 3: Michele Beevors, 2005-6, Untitled, Debbie Does Disney series, resin and paint

I examine how the transformation of materials in artmaking can expose the narrative capacity
of sculpture as a medium to capture contemporary translations of traditional narratives in
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ways that convey multiple, and sometimes contradictory meanings. How artists transform
materials is explored in depth as a ‘thinking through making’ methodology when making
transforms ideas, materials and stories. Richard Sennett (2008) argues that the act of
physically drawing (and redrawing) is a process where an architectural design can crystallise
and refine in relation to the human body. While essential at a certain stage of design, digital
programs like computer-assisted design (CAD) can circumnavigate this simultaneous thinking
and doing by creating a closed system (Sennett 2008, pp. 39-41). This use of an intermediary
can stop the direct feedback and relationship with materials that direct physical contact
offers.2 As a timber-based sculptor, I propose that this direct experience with the materials,
and the shaping of corporeal forms, can open up the ways we tell and interpret stories
physically. It is this direct interaction with the materials and the immediacy of the physical
touch that promotes the development of internal dialogue about the work. This research
theorises these processes through the framework of material thinking.

Literature review
This literature review draws on a range of written theoretical texts, artworks, process
documentation and critical writings to support the development of both the dissertation and
the creative component. The key text that informs my research project is Paul Carter’s
Material Thinking: The Theory and Practice of Creative Research (2004). Through the analysis
of six artistic collaborations, Carter’s book provides insight into the process of shaping
concepts into physical works. Film, sound installation, sculpture, painting and dance
performances are documented and analysed as different forms of material thinking. Carter
suggests that the process of material thinking occurs in all collaborative artmaking processes,

2 Shu Hung and Joseph Magliaro observe that the growing number of contemporary artists making work with their

hands (as opposed to outsourcing the making of works to an intermediary) and using methods and materials
traditionally associated with craft has risen in the last ten years (2007). Faythe Levine and Cortney Heimerl also note
a significant rise in craft-based contemporary art practices (2007, p. xi).
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particularly when an artist begins to ask questions of his or her own practice. It is this
articulation of the collaborative artmaking process that is of key significance to my research.
Carter argues that material thinking is a process that ‘critics and theorists interested in
communicating ideas about things cannot emulate’ (p. xi). He states that an artwork’s way of
communicating is:

…four-dimensional. Artworks are ‘articulate’ precisely because they are
articulated – jointed or joined together – in a variety of ways and
dimensions. Theirs is a symbolic representation of the phenomenal, a
picture of the way the world is constructed that participates in its
complexity rather than eliminates it. It realises (it releases) the
inventiveness of matter in a way that eludes descriptions of reality
couched in terms of simple concepts, one-to-one equivalences or (no
less self-indulgent) free-associative poetic reveries. Finally, as posed,
time or emergent works, they give back to times its materiality, the
sense of temporal purpose (p. xii).

This description of an artwork communicating narrative through its specific material choices
and resolved concrete form underpins this thesis. It was further reiterated in Tim Ingold’s ‘On
Weaving a Basket’ (2000, pp. 339-348), which discusses how narratives can be embedded into
an object and revealed by the artist through the making process.

Narratology forms the foundation of my research into story telling. Narratology looks at the
ways in which narrative shapes our understanding of both material objects and everyday life –
how narrative frames our understanding of the world. Roland Barthe’s Introduction to the
Structural Analysis of Narratives (1997) is a key introduction to structural literary theory.
Barthe outlines the connections surrounding literary analysis and linguistics and establishes
structuralism in narrative as a theory. It is transmedial narratology, in particular, that frames
my project. Transmedial narratology argues that narrative can be conveyed and told in a range
of mediums beyond oral and written forms. The theories of Claude Bremond (1964), MarieLaure Ryan (2005), and Werner Wolf (2011) in this field are significant. Wolf’s statement that
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'a relative neglect of sculpture as a potential narrative medium' (2011, p. 150) is pivotal in
directing my research to focus on exploring the three-dimensional contemporary artworks in
re-telling traditional narratives, more generally, and my own translations of tales into material
form in particular.

Artworks are also key texts for this project. In-depth analyses of contemporary sculptures and
installation works situate my research in relation to artists working within the realm of both
transmedial narratology and material thinking. Specifically, I examine the works of Adam Rish,
Linde Ivimey, and Mister Finch that are inspired by traditional tales from different cultures.
These artists successfully layer multiple timelines that incorporate the stories’ origins and their
present re-telling through materials, techniques, and processes. The stories embodied in the
objects are full of ambiguities and contradictions, creating multi-dimensional dialogues with
audiences. I also analyse the works of Fiona Hall and Terrence Koh for their arrangement of
sculpted, modified, and found objects as installations in relation to the Wunderkammern. My
analyses focus on the narrative qualities of objects within these works and how complex
layered meanings are imbued through specific choices made in terms of material, spatial, and
relational aspects. The work of Ian Gentle is examined for how construction techniques, use of
scale and material transformation suggest different understandings and interpretations of
narratives. These analyses support the investigation of how contemporary interpretations of
traditional tales can arrive from close inspection of the making processes, material choices and
experiences of the audience as shaped by the spatial arrangement of physical objects.

Methodology
Carter’s Material Thinking (2004) develops an inquiry into the position of creative arts practice
as a form of research. He states that, ‘creative research is, in itself, an act of reflection and
invention’ (p. 191) and the dialogue between these two facets can result in a deeper
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understanding of an individual’s practice as well as providing inspiration for future innovation.
Carter connects the practice and theory of artmaking and details how artists are engaged, not
only with the creation of ideas but also in the active invention of the vital information with
which societies need to sustain themselves (p. xii). He argues:
in the end, collaboration is not simply a pragmatic response to
increasingly complex work conditions; it is what happens wherever artists
talk about what they are doing, in that simple but enigmatic step, joining
hand, eye and mind in the process of material thinking (p. xiii)

Carter’s theory explores the way in which art is a collaborative process, both during the
creative process between the artist and the artwork, and during the discourse between the
work and its audiences. Likewise, my exegesis here is not produced upon completion of my
project, but rather it is developed in, through, and around the creative work in its making. This
key method of reflexive dialogue between the intuitive aspects of the creative process and the
self-reflective moments allows me to delve more deeply into the unfolding of the concrete
aspects of the project. At the same time, it enables a deeper understanding of the project’s
conceptual thrust and the specific methods of creation. I conceptualise this form of
collaboration as an internalised, open-ended dialogue between the object and myself,
intersected by a process of action, reflection, rejection and revision.

A significant method for this project can be delineated by Donald Schon’s phrase, ‘a dialogue
of thinking and doing through which I become more skilful’ (1987, p. 31). Schon is describing
reflection as in-the-moment process integrated with making, rather than an external looking-in
that occurs after the action. Reflective practitioners have a process through which thought is
integrally linked with their creative actions (Osterman, 1990, p. 133). In documenting the
creative process of her ‘boulder’ piece 3 , artist Elizabeth Price’s sidekick project (2002)
articulates the physical processes of making this work and the specific issues that arose while
3

Made by unwinding rolls of masking tape into a ball
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making the ball. Her writing provides an insight into the specific processes for the construction
of the work, the challenges faced and the resolutions found. Similarly, artist Natasha Reid’s
writings on her Creatures of Comfort project give shape to this reflection as a process. She
writes, ‘Both the written work and the visual work told stories. These stories supported each
other, deepening each other’s meaning—the textual strengthening the material and the
material strengthening the textual’ (2009, p. 32). Ian Jervis broadens understanding of this
reciprocal and self-reflective process in his discussion of practice-led research and describes
the way it allows ‘essential insights’ for the artist and for the spectator (2008, p. 46). He also
states that at ‘no point does the exegesis overwrite or displace the practice’ being, as it is, a
part of a whole with the creative practice (p. 46). In Graeme Sullivan’s theorisation of art
practice as research (2005, pp. 80-81), he claims that the studio is the site for ‘problem finding
and problem solving, media exploration, and giving form to ideas of personal and social
relevance’ for many visual arts researchers. In my research project, reflection as a method is
shaped through the exegetical writing, during the making, as well as contemplation of the
work at the end of each studio session. This reflection process captures thoughts, techniques
and inventions borne out of physical encounters through making that may not immediately
reveal themselves until attention is paid to these details.

By applying this reflective practice method iteratively, and with ongoing critical reflection
documented in visual and written forms at different stages in the works’ development, I
engage in continual evaluative self-dialogue. By annotating my working process, this exegesis
makes apparent my material thinking at a deeper level. Carter argues it is ‘an act of invention,
of making, which results in myth making’ (2004, p. 1). This framework has guided and
described the material engagement in my own art practice as a form of research.
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The theoretical studies and practical works presented here were created in parallel, allowing
for a synchronistic dialogue that ensured they simultaneously drew on each other in their
development. The research project supports the value of ‘thinking through making’ as a form
of arts research.

Chapter Outlines
Having outlined the aims, rationale and methods of this project, the following chapters present
the main body of research. Chapter 2 provides the theoretical and historical overview of this
thesis and establishes transmedial narratology as the central theoretical framework of my
investigation into contemporary sculptures and storytelling. In discussing the key theories in
this field, I argue that transmedial narratology provides a useful frame to explore the potential
and possibilities of sculptural forms in opposition to narratological definition that restricts
storytelling to the sole domains of literary forms. The argument is supported by formal
analyses of artworks and practices that translate narratives into sculptural and visual forms.
The third chapter presents in-depth analyses of the works of three contemporary artists:
Australian collaborative artist Adam Rish, Australian sculptor Linde Ivimey and British textiles
artist Mister Finch. These analyses tease out how contemporary sculptural forms act as
vehicles for individual reinterpretations of traditional narratives through material selection,
construction techniques, appropriation of everyday found objects, and presentation. The
fourth chapter follows on by focusing on the body of work developed as part of this present
research project. I present a critical reflection on the development of the creative component
in relation to the theoretical and historical frameworks outlined in the preceding chapters. I
examine how the materials and making processes used may influence my initial ideas, the
narratives adopted, and the audience experience. The concluding chapter presents the
findings and outcomes of this practice-based research project. I speculate on how this
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practice-based process and the ‘thinking through making’ methodology speak to the
relationship between the practice of making and theoretical research. In summarising the
methods, strategies and outcomes of translating traditional narratives into sculptural forms, I
speculate on areas for future research.

Traditional Tales and Sculptural Forms: Translating Narratives into Material Expressions is
founded on the argument that representation of traditional stories in contemporary art and
culture needs to be continually examined. I believe that there is a need to challenge the worlds
we present to children and young people today. It is crucial that conflicts, sufferings, and
realities experienced, remain present and visible in our tales and not discarded in favor of
‘disneyfied’ and sanitized fictions that are so often found in popular media.4 By ensuring we
these are retained we offer young people narratives which are relevant to the experiences of
their contemporary existence and which pertain to the challenges faced in the modern world.
Hayden White writes, ‘To raise the question of the nature of narrative is to invite reflection on
the very nature of culture and, possibly, even on the nature of humanity itself’ (1980, p. 5).
This project, therefore, does not only ask how narratives can be translated into physical forms
but, importantly, how this translation can embody contradictions and ambiguities that are
integral parts of our lives through the medium of contemporary sculpture.

4 As explored by Zipes (2012, p. 136)
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2. THEORETICAL AND HISTORICAL CONTEXTS
The hand is the window to the mind
(Tallis 2003, p. 4)

In this chapter I provide an outline of narratology with a focus on transmedial narratology and
how this provides the overarching theoretical framework to explore the interpretation of
traditional narratives through sculpture and installation. This exploration is supported by a
formal analysis of a work by the late Ian Gentle to illustrate how sculpture can function as a
narrative medium. The chapter concludes with a discussion about how the making process
contributes to the re-telling of stories.

In the context of this thesis, narrative is defined as stories that help us construct meaning by
structuring our experience of time and space. Roland Barthes observed that narrative ‘is
simply there like life itself […] international, trans-historical, transcultural’ (1977, p. 79).
Hayden White argues that narrative is a universal factor; it does not only endows human
existence with meaning, but also assists us in sharing ‘transcultural’ messages (1987, p. 1).
Narratives are crucial to how we live our lives. Narratology is a study of narratives; but, far
from being a unified set of theories, narratology functions as an umbrella term for many
different and, at times, conflicting definitions. Mieke Bal defines narratology as the theory of
narratives, including all ‘narrative texts, images, spectacles, events, cultural artefacts’ that
could tell a story (1997, p .3). Narratologists divide their opinions concerning the medium of
narrative into those who argue that literature provides the only medium for the study of
narratology, and those who are open to the possibility of visual and dramatic forms as valid
platforms for constructing narratives (Ryan 2005, p .2). Gerald Prince advocates for a strict
definition of narrative, stating that:
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the recounting (as product and process, object and act, structure and
structuration) of one or more real or fictitious events communicated
by one, two or several (more or less overt) narrators to one, two or
several (more or less overt) narratives (1987, p. 58).

He limits this definition of narrative by explaining that a dramatic piece does not qualify as a
narrative because, in a play, events are performed rather than orally delivered (1987, p. 58).
This position is supported by Peggy Phelan, who argues that while performances can tell
stories and are often inspired by mythology, the art of performance takes place ‘exclusively in
the present tense’ (2005, p. 500), and exists only during the time of its enactment. The
purpose of performance art is ‘to unsettle the distinction between subject and object,
between doing and telling’ (p. 503). Conversely, Claude Bremond argues that a narrative could
be present regardless of the technique used to deliver it (La Message Narratif 1964). He
contends that a narrative can be conveyed without losing its key characteristics, whether it is
(re)told through a ballet performance, a novel or a film. Seymour Chatman (1978, p. 20)
expands on Bremond’s statement:
regardless of the process of expression, which it uses, manifests the same
level in the same way. It is only independent of the techniques that bear
it along. It may be transposed from one to another medium without losing
its essential properties […] These are words we read, images we see,
gestures we decipher, but through them, it is a story that we follow; and
this can be the same story [….] This transposability of the story is the
strongest reason for arguing that narratives are indeed structures
independent of any medium.
This latter definition of narratology that encompasses different non-written forms of
expressions is defined as transmedial narratology (Ryan 2005; Hart 2009; Wolf 2011).

My research project explores how traditional narratives can be translated into material form;
specifically, timber-based sculptures and installations. Transmedial narratology provides a
framework within which I investigate how a narrative can function as a journey; a process that
makes it possible ‘to place oneself in another point of view and in another culture’ (Ricouer
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1991, p. 282). This concept is articulated in Andreea Deciu Ritivoi’s The Travelling Concepts of
Narrative (2013) where she describes narratives as vehicles for vicarious travel to other
cultures, references, values and emotions (p. 302). A further focus of my research project is on
what materials and mediums are used to translate and activate the narrative. Marie-Laure
Ryan writes, ‘not all media are equally gifted’ (2005, p. 1). Narrative can travel across a variety
of forms, be that performative, musical, or visual, but the medium or materials through which
it is translated will alter the shape and meaning of the narrative. Ryan argues that a narrative’s
potential will be realized differently when it reaches a new medium (2005, p. 1).

The translation of textual and oral narratives involves changes wrought by artists upon the
delivery of narrative by their specific choice of materials, medium or media, and working
methods. Contemporary artworks, then, provide new and significant insights into transmedial
narratology. It is Werner Wolf’s view that there has been 'a relative neglect of sculpture as a
potential narrative medium' (2011, p. 150) and he does not see this as coincidental or
accidental. Wolf uses the Laocoön and his Sons 5 as an exemplar of the sculptural and plastic
arts to pinpoint the problems involved in narrativising three-dimensional works, identifying the
difficulties of incorporating a narrative background, physical setting and multiple characters,
for example, into a three-dimensional work. He explains that even a, ‘single, monophase, or
monoscenic picture can fulfil narrative expectations more easily than a single sculpture […] It
can fill the setting with a plethora of details […] thus providing the recipient with a variety of
narratively readable clues’ (p. 151). The altar in Laocoön and his Sons (Figure.4) approximates a
background but, aside from this, sculptural pieces are limited in their setting (although they
are not without context). While paintings can integrate narrative backgrounds and additional

5

The statue of Laocoön and His Sons, also called the Laocoön Group, is a significant ancient sculpture
unearthed in Rome in 1506. It is now on public display in the Vatican. It depicts a moment from a Greek
and Roman myth showing the Trojan priest Laocoön and his sons Antiphantes and Thymbraeus being
attacked by sea serpents.
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characters, a freestanding sculpture is often limited to a representation of one figure and the
‘Laocoön’ work is quite unusual in its depiction of three figures and snakes6.

Figure 4: Athenodoros of Rhodes, Polydorus of Rhodes, Agesander of Rhodes, 27AD,
Laocoön and his Sons, white marble, 208 cm x 163 cm x 112cm

Wolf argues that sculptural works can be ‘read’ as narratives in the same way that a painting
can be, albeit with difficulties. One of the key difficulties expressed by Wolf is that, unlike
paintings, individual sculptures have no narrative ‘arc’ (beginning, middle or end). We may
need pre-existing knowledge of the work as a representation of a well-known story to assist in
our ‘reading’. However, Wolf contends that:
Even if one brackets out an awareness that this sculpture is a free
illustration, or more precisely an intermedial transposition, of (a part of)
a verbal story, one can argue that it still contains elements that may
trigger the viewer to narrativize (2011, p. 152).

I propose that sculptural works can be ‘read’ differently from paintings. For example, the
viewer’s physical interaction with a three-dimensional piece, the materials, or the construction
process can provide ‘elements that may trigger the viewer to narrativize’ (Wolf, 2011, p. 152).
This research focuses on specific narrative elements that can be embodied in the forms,
objects, materials and process of making. In my sculptural practice, I explore the narratives
through the use of specific characters, contexts, and events, and tease out aspects that
resonate with contemporary living. These aspects are expressed through material

6

Wolf ‘disregards’ reliefs, arguing that they can be regarded as, ‘hybrids which combine painterly and
sculptural features’ (2011, p. 148)
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transformation of carved timber, curved forms incorporating found objects, and the
arrangement of elements within each piece. I argue that these materials are also imbued with
their own narrative structure, which presents further layers to be ‘narrativized’ by the viewer.

In his essay ‘On Weaving a Basket’ (2000, pp. 339-348), Tim Ingold argues for the significance
of the making process. He regards the object as an expression of an idea and, furthermore, the
making process being more than ‘merely revelatory of an object that is already present’ (p.
346). Ingold’s argument presents a way to analyse sculptural and three-dimensional works
through transmedial narratology where the making process can help decode the significant
narratives embodied in the pieces. Ingold’s approach reveals how the creative process can
ingrain the work with a number of prompts used to unlock narratives or ‘narrativize’ and
provide the bridge for narratological analysis of sculptural works, which Wolf considers lacking
(2011). I demonstrate how this approach functions in the following analysis of the works of the
late Australian artist, Ian Gentle.

Gentle’s works have been described as drawings that grow off the wall (Fairley 2009, p. 32).
The smooth lines created by the jointed sticks, when displayed against the wall, draw the eye
around their fluid twists and bends. Often inspired by the Australian bush and its unique
animals, people and cultural idiosyncrasies, Gentle created both wall and floor sculptures that
are humorous, satirical and yet somewhat threatening amalgamations. His more abstract
forms drew inspiration from a range of practices including the brushwork of Chinese
calligraphy, and the mark making found in traditional Australian Indigenous art. Their forms
express a respect for the natural landscape and celebrate the infinite sculptural forms to be
found in the Australian bushland. He said with wit, ‘I like mongrel animals and plants - I have a
bonsai lantana...[I like] a kind of bush picnic in suburbia’ (p. 34). Gentle’s hands transformed
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everyday materials into works of awkward grace that encourage the viewer to read the
physical prompts to build upon narratives present in the work.

In Hoary Harry and Giggling Gert (Figure.5) juxtapositions of play and hostility are expressed
through Gentle’s joinery and construction techniques. The two characters named in the title
lurch unsteadily, poised in mid-step, their reanimation imminent. Reminiscent of the audience
relationship with Greek statues, at nearly three metres in height, the works tower over the
viewer. The audience stares up at the works, their scale demanding attention. The title
conjures humorous and friendly associations for the two figures. One suggests a male form
through gesture and pose in contrast with the other more contained feminine stance. And yet
Harry with his shoulders hunched, his mouth lined with jagged teeth, and Gert with her tiny
hands, are no less threatening for their apparent useless functionality. They teeter on the
edge. The forms, poses, and gestures of the figures prompt the audience to build a narrative
surrounding these characters as does the specific processes used in their creation. While these
works have no built-in backgrounds, their making process, still visible to the audience, is
expressive. Narratives are embodied, as Ingold argues, in the unique construction process and
material practice of Gentle – particularly in the masterful joinery illusions he creates. To create
a sculptural form of a narrative is to create a three-dimensional representation of some aspect
of that tale, to embody that narrative both in form and through material practice. In Gentle’s
case, these works successfully allude to multiple narrative associations through singular forms.

Gentle’s construction technique involves the jointing of found branches to form continuous,
unbroken lines as if they have grown this way. This illusion of natural growth furthers the
narrative of the works. The sculptures appear to be naturally formed creatures rather than
constructs, and lead the audience to imagine what their natural habitat might be and where
they might like to hide. Gentle’s works demonstrate Wolf’s belief that narrative can be found
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within sculptural forms and without the audience needing to be previously aware of a wellknown story. In lieu of a solid background, Gentle’s forms entice the viewers to picture an
Australian bushland scene at night, where Gert and Harry are watching, through their material
forms. Their construction creates an illusion, and the technical refinement in Gentle’s joinery
techniques allows the viewer to suspend their disbelief and marvel at these organic, yet
unnatural forms.

Wolf’s Laocoön analysis shows how a sculptural object can be analysed using a framework of
transmedial narratology. In Gentle’s piece, the viewer is drawn to closer inspection of the work
while attempting to find those joins they know must exist. They may imagine the construction
process, how the piece is built branch by branch, but find ‘arms’ smoothly transition into
shoulders where joins are concealed. The resolution of the making process encourages us to
explore the narrative set before us. This projection by the viewers, back to the creative
process, allows them insight into the material narratives of construction. It is not only the
figures created that tell a narrative, but the making process itself. It is also clear that narrative
can be embedded into a work during its creation, and that the making process is integral to the
opportunity for audiences to ‘narrativize’. This analysis of Gentle’s work outlines the way in
which the creative process is a significant aspect of sculpture as a narrative medium.
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Figure 5: Ian Gentle, 1988, Hoary Harry and Giggling Gert, eucalyptus wood, 287 cm x 158 cm x 70 cm

The central tenet of my thesis is that the reinterpretation of traditional narratives in a
sculptural form can be developed through an understanding of the making process and the
expression of tangible materials. Philosopher Raymond Tallis (2003) argues that an artist
whose working method centres on ‘thinking through making’ provides insights into how
transmedial narratology functions in material forms. Richard Sennett states, ‘Every good
craftsman conducts a dialogue between concrete practices and thinking; this dialogue evolves
into sustaining habits, and these habits establish a rhythm between problem solving and
problem finding’ (2008, p. 9). Technique, then, is intimately linked to expression (p. 149) and
this ongoing dialogue between practices and thinking supports narrative inquiry in artworks by
providing opportunities to expand and explore narratives. Natasha Reid’s 2008 site-specific
installation work articulates Sennett’s links between thinking and making. The work made in
conjunction with her doctoral studies was placed just outside of the Faculty of Fine Arts (FOFA)
Gallery2 at Concordia University (Reid 2009, p. 2). In response to her work as museum
educator, the installation explored reflections on the tactile and sensory aspect of museum
objects. By gathering meaningful materials the artist began to develop a museum education
philosophy. The objects chosen had personal relevance to the artist, and conjured specific
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associations of memory for her. They were displayed in a tent within FOFA and built a fictional
narrative of an imagined future office space at the museum, explored by all five senses. Reid
describes her artmaking:
The artistic representation of my narrative supported and expanded my
story, enabling me to research the connections between the objects and
my beliefs and practices associated with museum education. Thus, the
artistic process and product became material forms of research into my
beliefs and practices relating to museum education (p. 32).

In a similar vein, the creative process is central to my research project in transforming
traditional narratives into material form through physical encounters with materials. I explore
this iterative interpretation and translation through practice guided by the cross-disciplinary
nature of transmedial narratology.

In this chapter, I introduce the basic framework of narratology with a specific focus on
transmedial narratology. This theoretical framework opens up sculpture as a narrative
medium. Specifically, Werner Wolf’s analysis of how narrative potential of three-dimensional
forms compared with traditional pictorial mediums, such as painting, helped pave the way to
my own enquiry (2011, p. 150). I argue that narratives embodied in an artwork is not only
interpreted within the finished piece but is layered throughout the creative process. The
specific choice by materials and working methods can directly influence the activation and
delivery of narratives in a work. I argue that the making process is an important and significant
aspect of narrative within artmaking, specifically in that of sculptural works. In the next
chapter, I further this investigation through formal analyses of three artworks.
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3. ARTWORK ANALYSIS
Translation of oral narratives into physical objects can be found in artefacts ranging from
Greek vases to contemporary artworks. As briefly considered in the introduction, many
contemporary practitioners reinterpret modern tales popularized by the media. In this
chapter, I further my exploration into the interpretation of traditional narratives in sculptural
forms by engaging with three analyses of artwork. These works explore traditional fairy tales
and folk tales through object forms. My focus is on how the creative processes of material
selection, construction techniques and display methods shape the reinterpreted narratives.

Figure 6: Adam Rish and Hector Jandany, 1997, Devil (Dewarri) on the Midday Show, ochre on linen, 71
cmx 56 cm

Collaborations Between Old and New
Adam Rish is an Australian artist who has also worked as a cosmetic physician.7 Central to
Rish’s practice is cross-cultural collaborative artistic relationships. For example, he worked
with Indigenous Australian painter Hector Jandany to create a work depicting a Dewari 8

7

Rish completed a Bachelor of Medical Science and Surgery at the University of Tasmania and followed
this with a Diploma of Sculpture in 1991 at the East Sydney Technical College (now the National Art
School).
8
A Dewari is a devil that is seen as part of a Gurirr Gurirr Ceremony. This ceremony is a song cycle in
which masked, painted dancers hold painted boards, like moving pictures, to depict the narrative.
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guiding the viewer on a midday show (Figure.6), and with Lily Karadada to create a Wandjina9
painting with a contemporary and humorous interpretation (Figure.7).10 Rish has also worked
in Turkey, Sumba and Tonga creating textiles inspired by the local pieces of kilims11, ikat12
weavings and tapa 13 cloths respectively. He states that his motivation to build these
relationships stems from a desire to ‘affirm indigenous culture, regional diversity and the
possibility of productive intercultural relations’ (McDonald, 2016, p. 80) while acknowledging
that intercultural exchanges within his collaborative practice can be problematic.14

Figure 7: Adam Rish and Lily Karadada, 1998, Chariots (or Webers) of the Gods, ochre on linen, 71
cm x 56 cm

This analysis focuses on how Rish works with traditional art forms to develop new ways to
interpret narratives. For example, Rish’s works use traditional techniques to render imagery of
modern technologies, such as television sets, aeroplanes and cars, in place of traditional
9

Wandjina are cloud spirits from Australian Aboriginal mythology that are depicted prominently in rock
art in Australia.
10 Both artists are both from the Kimberley
11
Rish, A, 1988, Kilims, Turkey
12
Rish, A, 1993, Ikats, Sumba
13
Rish, A, 1999, Tapa Cloths, Tonga
14
He explains: Firstly I make little financial profit (unfortunately) from the pieces, the traditional
production of which is integral to the village, homeworker economies of their origin. Secondly, I am
offering an alternative model to the ethnocentrism of much contemporary art practice based solely on
American or European urban influences. And thirdly, opposing such collaborations patronises the
resilience of indigenous peoples (to one white, urban artist), while guarding the (so called) ‘authentic’,
paradoxically leads to a kind of cultural death via stasis and nostalgia. (Rish 2014, Misanthropology, p.5)
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abstract patterns of flowers, birds and clouds. He sees his role in these collaborations as
shifting different aspects of traditional artistic practices into a contemporary context,
translating traditional symbols into their post-Christian, domestic equivalents.

Figure 8: Adam Rish with I Wayan Sumantra, 2008, Works from the Misanthropy: The World Art of
Adam Rish series

In 2007, Rish developed a collaborative working relationship with I Wayan Sumantra, an artist
based in Ubud, Bali. Rish met Sumantra at a local art centre where Sumantra was studying
Balinese carving tradition and making objects for sale and ceremonial use (Rish 2016). The
body of work created in this partnership is a series of wooden sculptures based on the tribal
imagery of Southeast Asia. The works integrate aspects of traditional Balinese carving,
construction and symbolism with contemporary construction methods and visual forms
(Figure.8). The series title, Misanthropology, combines misanthropy with anthropology, and
alludes to Rish’s view on the impact of the modern human world on traditional cultures. Rish
calls what he does Misanthropology as, ‘…unlike anthropologists I intentionally interfere with
the societies where I am working’ (Rish 2012, quoted in McDonald 2012, p. 3).

The large-scale, modular softwood sculptures handmade by Rish and Sumantra were created
without the use of power tools.15 The individual parts of these sculptures slot together with
pins, leaving its method of construction unconcealed. In discussion with Sumantra on site, Rish
15

Pieces in the series are made in editions of five, but considerable variations occur between the works
because they are handmade.
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made preliminary scale drawings of the works. Sumantra, using albesia, a traditional Balinese
timber, carved these figures. 16 Albesia is comparatively soft and, in Balinese culture, is
commonly used to make shoes, musical instruments, toys and in turnery. Sumantra’s carvings
were shipped to Sydney for detailing, polishing and waxing done by Rish.

th

Figure 9: ‘Hindu Demon Guard Figure’, 10 century BC, Uluwatu Temple, Uluwatu, Bali

The use of traditional Balinese carving techniques, forms, and figurative imagery in this series
is significant. Balinese woodcarving was traditionally reserved for royal and religious purposes.
Buddhist style carvings heavily influenced these techniques around the ninth century. An
example around that time includes the Elephant Cave (Goa Gajah) near Bedulu, Gianyar. From
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Hindu cultural influence can be seen in the depiction
of gods, goddesses and demon figures to convey godly strength, anger and compassion (Geertz
2004, p. 73) (Figure.9). Woodcarving for commercial use in Bali began around 1935 after Dutch
traders introduced traditional European woodcarving, and artisans began making works to sell
rather than solely for religious purpose. A degree of freedom in expression emerged in
Balinese carving from this period. Rish’s collaboration with Sumantra makes evident aspects of
traditional forms in Balinese figurative carving and its history.

16

Rish sources the timber during his yearly visits to Bali, although the wood is becoming increasingly
hard to obtain, and because for a foreigner the price tends to increase, Sumantra is the more frequent
purchaser.
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Rish’s conceptual and physical input into these pieces takes the craft forms in new directions.
While this series of works retains its Balinese characteristics, Rish amalgamates traditional
forms and techniques with contemporary objects creating contemporary translations of
traditional narratives. This amalgamation of forms, techniques and narratives in the creation of
a contemporary sculptural form is evident in Beans/Kacang Kacang (Figure.10).

Figure 10: Adam Rish with I Wayan Sumantra, 2008, ‘Beans/Kacang Kacang’, Misanthropology: The World
Art of Adam Rish series, albesia wood, wax, black japan, 130 cm x 1001 cm x 53 cm, 1 of edition 5

The viewer enters the space and sees a shoulder-height, carved timber figure seated on the
floor. The crouching figure, reminiscent of a sphinx (Figure.11), stands in front of a small open
black can carved from timber. The sphinx figure is vaguely masculine and has a blank
expression. The sculpture is smoothly polished and refined with carved line-work on the wings
suggesting the lightness of feathers. The simplified features of the face, its elongated arms and
enlarged head proportions can be found in traditional Balinese Topeng masks.

Rish’s use of the sphinx was inspired by a visit to the Museum of Anthropology at the
University of Athens where he was drawn to the sphinx statue’s anthropomorphic form (Rish
2016, p. 3). The sphinx in the collection came from the myth of Oedipus and is seen as
deceptive and implacable. The sphinx is commonly interpreted as a joining of a lion's strength
and dominance with a king's intelligence – a link between humanity and the gods.
Beans/Kacang Kacang, however, juxtaposes this figure with an open can of beans. The title of
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the works uses repetition of the word beans (once in English and twice in Balinese, ‘kacang
kacang’) to point to this contrast of objects and intercultural exchange.

th

Figure 11: Archaic period Sphinx, 6 century BC, Museum of Anthropology, University of Athens

In Rish’s interpretation of the sphinx, the eye is deliberately stylised to resemble traditional
Balinese Topeng masks (Figure.12). Topeng masks are used in Indonesian dance where
performers interpret traditional narratives to music. This reference to topeng performances
incorporates contradictory aspects of human experience; the beautiful contrasted with the
ugly, and the sacred with the profane (Laurent 2003). Rish’s bean can in the sculpture refers to
Andy Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup Cans (1962) and consumerism (Rish 2016, p. 3). The contrast
of the mythological beast with an object of modern convenience speaks to the story of
Balinese life in the globalised economy.

Figure 12: Various examples of traditional Balinese topeng masks
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Figure 13: Adam Rish with I Wayan Sumantra, 2008, ‘Totem’, Misanthropology: The World Art of
Adam Rish series, albesia wood, wax, 300 cm x 120 cm x 15 cm, 1 of edition 5

Other pieces in Misanthropology also comment on the contradictions of contemporary
globalised society. Totem (Figure.13) presents the Minotaur figure gazing at his mobile phone
while the ‘Lego’ brick interior of the supplicant man in His Master’s Voice (Figure.14)
complicates traditional figurative forms. By bringing the rich heritage of Balinese woodcarving
together with these modern objects, the sculpted forms reinterpret a range of traditional
narratives by layering them with contemporary ideas and contexts. Rish’s dual careers as an
artisan and cosmetic physician further allow him to bring, his manual dexterity, visualisation
skills and precision in carving to traditional craft techniques.17 This unique combination of
manual and visual skills transforms the construction methods Rish appropriates into new
forms. These works reference the old, but integrate the new.

17

As the Vice President of the Cosmetic Physicians College of Australasia and a Fellow of the Faculty of
Medicine of the Australasian College of Cosmetic Surgery, Rish has been involved in laser and cosmetic
medicine since 1985.
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Figure 14: Adam Rish with I Wayan Sumantra, 2008, ‘His Master’s Voice’, Misanthropology: The World
Art of Adam Rish series, albesia wood, wax, reproduction 78 gramophone, 73 cm x 161 cm x 73 cm,
1 of edition 5

Rish’s combination of modern images with traditional processes of timber carving reinterprets
traditional narratives for a contemporary audience. This is significant to my own project where
I interpret traditional narratives (adopting the Minotaur figure and other zoomorphic forms)
into contemporary contexts. Using soft timber, the construction processes, including handmade joinery,18 allows marks of workmanship to remain visible in the finished sculptures,
which can add layers to the narratives embodied by the object. Furthermore, as Rish’s works
show, the original imagery, narrative and moral purpose of the folklore may be morphed,
transformed or removed altogether. Importantly, the contradictions and inexplicable
ambiguities of contemporary life are not only retained, but also become the centre of the
works.

The Biological and Biblical
It’s a quiet relationship between head and hand, lap and bench top
(Linda Ivimey 2001, p. 1)
On encountering Linde Ivimey’s works, the audience first notices their small scale. On closer
inspection, the figurative works reveal themselves to be predominantly made of bones and
other natural materials. The works are expertly made, with a number of techniques, including
18

Joinery is defined as not using metal fasteners, screws or nails
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welding, mould casting, stitching and fabric dying, evident. Each piece has a feature material:
gemstone eyes, echidna quill ‘swords’, animal and human hair. Dirt is rubbed into the clothing
made for her figures, bones are yellowed by time or by processing, and edges are frayed and
worn. Both the scale and finishing of the works invite audience for an intimate encounter.

In addition to the range of conventional materials and techniques such as woodcarving, sewing
and weaving utilised in her works, Ivimey’s use of unusual biological materials, such as skin,
bone, hair and teeth in her sculptures has become a key aspect to how she approaches
narratives. Her figurative works play with how holy objects are imbued with narratives (real or
imagined). Ivimey’s use of wrapping to encase items between layers of fabric directly
references relics19 often bound in fabric, similar to that of a burial shroud or winding sheet.20
Holy relics are often held in reliquaries that conceal a saints’ remains in ornate casings
decorated with visual narratives to remind the worshippers of a saints’ identities and stories.
For example, The Reliquary from the Shrine of St. Oda (Figure.15) depicts female figures that
represent religion and alms giving, both key aspects of Oda (Gerry 2010), on the front face of
the casing.

Figure 15: Late 11th, 12th and 13th century, Reliquary from the Shrine of St. Oda, silver, silver gilt,
copper, copper gilt, enamel (champlevé), rock crystal, horn, 58.5 cm × 38 cm × 5.6 cm

19

Relic - a part of a deceased holy person's body or belongings kept as an object of reverence.
From the initial fabric wraps to their final placement in beautifully decorated reliquaries, these objects
were highly valued, and treated with utmost respect.
20
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In Ivimey’s works, objects are also hidden from view and only those with an intimate
knowledge of her working process are aware of the presence of these personally symbolic
items. Her use of bone precisely references how relics are consecrated as objects with
embodied narratives. In particular, when speaking of bones as a sculptural material, she says
‘we’re all made of it, but we never see it. My work is an externalisation of what’s inside’
(Martin-Chew 2013, p. 2). Parallel to the idea of embodied narratives, John Strong discusses
relics relating to Buddha and states that ‘relics tend not to embody ‘the Buddha’ in the
abstract but to recall and give expression to particular events in his lifetime’ (2007, p. 233).
Ivimey’s use of bones, precious objects, and layering and wrapping does not embody the
personal, but rather ‘recall and give expression to’ other histories and narratives. The
identifiable narratives on the surface of her works are often a ‘smoke-screen to conceal the
fact that many of the sculptures […] evoke her emotional state at the time’ (Martin-Chew
2013, p. 3). Ivimey’s integration of these materials, of ‘what’s inside’ increases the emotional
impact of the works on the audience.

Ivimey’s working process for each piece begins with a welded armature, creating the small
sculpture inside out. She then wraps the armature with layers of materials and
embellishments. Each work has a personally significant object embedded within its many
wrapped layers wound around the frame. The final wrappings for each figure are often handdyed, and the identifiable elements of limbs and faces are stitched on. While these hidden
personal items may not be visible to the viewer, they imbue the work with a personal and
totemic significance for the artist. Louise Martin-Chew writes of Ivimey’s works that there is a,
‘totemic power to the objects she entrusts to her sculptures’ (Martin-Chew, 2013, p. 53). The
works are not merely depictions of biblical and mythological narratives, but are deeply
personal works with layers of (both physical and metaphorical) narratives through the use of
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materials and manual methods of constructions. Ivimey states, ‘Meaning comes from where
these materials have been’ (Martin-Chew, 2012, p. 53).

Figure 16: Linde Ivimey, 2008, Bellerophon and Pegasus, steel armature, cast acrylic resin, dyed
cotton, natural fibre, natural and cast sheep, turkey and quail bones, human hair, blue topaz, 46 cm
x 26 cm x 25 cm

In Bellerophon and Pegasus (Figure.16) Ivimey overtly explores Greek mythology. The horse
and rider are the Iliad of Bellerophon and his winged-steed, Pegasus. In Ivimey’s detailed
material interpretation of the story, Bellerophon and Pegasus have been pieced together from
an assortment of animal bones, dyed fabrics, human hair and semi-precious gems. In contrast
to the conventional depictions of strong, brave, and majestic heroes who succeeded after
many trials21, Ivimey’s work presents a protagonist who is less courageous, more resigned, and
his fabulous steed is threadbare, its hide is stitched together from small scraps, and its wings
incapable of flight. Bellerophon’s worn, blue-grey apparel does not seem the garb of a Greek
epic hero. The wings of Pegasus are made from sheep jawbones with teeth and his patchy,
scraggly mane from human hair. The steed teeters on four bone legs, oversized as a mount for
21

Such as destroying the Chimera by flying above it and dropping a block of lead down its throat. The
Chimaera was a hybrid monster in Greek mythology, child of Typhoeus and Echidna and sibling of
Cerberus and the Lernaean Hydra. It had the head and body of a lion, as well as the head of a goat that
was attached to its back, and a tail that ended on the head of a snake.
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the small Bellerophon. The odd scale of rider and steed in turn draws focus away from the
hero to Pegasus. Ivimey has created this mythological beast in dusty hues of brown and ochre,
even in his natural fibre halter. In doing so, she makes these well-known characters more
relatable to contemporary audiences through her assembly of carefully chosen materials.
Instead of an indestructible, unflappable, and unstoppable hero, we empathise with this worn
duo made from humble materials – the bones and teeth speak to human fragility. He is not the
hero from legend, a mere human, set upon his seemingly insurmountable task. The audience
can identify with the effort of heroism presented in Ivimey’s contemporary interpretation.

The history of the objects used in Ivimey’s works opens up other stories to the audience. The
histories of the found objects bear the visual marks of time; and narratives are layered in the
chipped paint, scratched and worn glass, or the frayed and browned edges of a piece of rope.
The narratives of these objects are embodied in the materials through their physical histories.
At the same time, and in addition to the traditional narratives presented, these physical traces
invite the audience to imagine other histories. I take a cue from Ivimey’s practice in how I
engage with specific found objects and organic materials in the creation of my sculptural
works. In particular, my engagement with totemism and interpretation of Greek myths are
informed by Ivimey’s working methods with sculptural objects created using a diversity of
materials and techniques deepening the audiences’ experience of narratives.

Rags to Riches
Folklore is so beautifully rich in fabulous stories and warnings and never
ceases to be at the heart of what I make: shape-shifting witches, moon-gazing
hares and a smartly dressed devil ready to invite you to stray from the path
(Mister Finch, Glitterati 2014, p. 1)
Textile artist Mister Finch creates works inspired by British folklore and fairy tales. He utilises
recycled materials for much of his work, valuing the ‘story sewn in’ the objects (Finch 2013).
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Mister Finch’s soft sculptural works are hand-sewn objects inspired by the natural world and
by myths. The works are embellished at times with embroidery or beading, but the ‘hero’ of
each work is celebrated vintage fabrics. Finch collects second-hand fabrics from a variety of
sources, including opportunity stores and garage sales, and utilises these as the core material
basis in his pieces. The history of these second-hand materials, particularly their previous lives,
forms an important part of the narratives. Fabrics including velvet curtains from an old hotel, a
threadbare wedding dress and a vintage apron have been utilised in the creation of his plants,
birds and beasts. His use of the found object to embed narratives into sculptural works
provides an interesting comparison to Ivimey’s practice.

Figure 17: Mister Finch, 2014, Untitled (Crowned Swan), cotton calico and clay, 80 cm x 50 cm

In the prologue to Mister Finch: Living in a Fairy Tale World, Justine Hand describes Finch as a
Master Puppeteer; ‘A silent but omniscient partner in the narrative, the mark of his creation is
never veiled […] he sews bits of faded fabric and flea market finds, stitching their history into a
new tale’ (Glitterati Incorporated 2015, p. 7). Items, imbued with a history (real or imagined),
guide the audience into the work. Both the lives of each individual object and the artist’s
‘stitched’ stories provide narrative prompts, hidden clues and elements for the audience. Each
piece, joined to the next, builds upon the tale. Characters are reinterpreted through the
narrative of the artist’s unique process.
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On encountering Untitled (Crowned Swan) (Figure.17), the viewer is presented with a close to
life-size swan. The swan, sculpted and sewn from fabric, perches upon a stack of old books,
whose covers are worn and pages browned. Its head topped with a ‘crown’. On closer
inspection, this crown reveals itself to be a brass pincushion, with red velvet cushion and
pearl-topped pins. The white fabric of the swan has been quilt-stitched on the wings to form
the simplified shapes of feathers. The swan makes reference to familiar characters in classic
fairy tales such as Hans Christian Andersen’s The Wild Swans (1838) or in Greek myths such as
Leda and the Swan. The white fabric on the swan’s hand-stitched body has been dyed,
transitioning in the neck from white to black. In European fairy tales, white swans embody
transformative experiences (from ugly duckling to elegant swans).22 Its pure white colour was
seen as a symbol of light in mythology and swans generally embody all that is good in the
world (Albert 2014). A white swan with a black neck (or a black swan with a white body)
undermines this dichotomy and introduces ambiguities.

In Mister Finch’s interpretation, the swan’s crown, a sign of royalty, reveals itself to be a
pincushion, a common tool of a seamstress (also regular characters in Andersen’s fairy tales).
The artist has created a work that combines references from a number of traditional narratives
of ‘rags to riches’. The needle and pins can point to Andersen’s The Darning Needle23 (1930) –
a critique of status. The work does not seek to fit snugly as an interpretation of a single tale,
but rather appropriates and integrates facets of many, embedding a layered and ambiguous
meaning to the piece and expanding the tales into open-ended dialogues. While revealing his
own views of contemporary human life through the guise of fairy tales, Mister Finch uses the
viewer’s familiarity with these tales, specific characters, and vocabulary to encourage the
audience to create their own interpretations.
22

The black swan is an Australian native not discovered until colonisation.
In this tale, a darning needle believes she is as an embroidery needle. Although very proud, the
darning needle breaks, is washed down the sink, and over a series of trials ends up in the streets and not
going anywhere else.
23
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This open dialogue with the viewers is significant to my project. Mister Finch’s careful and
thoughtful selection of recycled materials, and use of intricate techniques to bring diverse
materials together to create multiple and unfixed narratives inform my current body of works
in re-purposing diverse found objects. When objects are repurposed they lose their original
function and perform new roles. The items retain the memory of their previous significance
whilst gaining a new life of alternate purpose within the artwork, allowing the audience to
derive multiple meanings from the piece. Like Mister Finch, I also approach translations of
these traditional narratives with the intention to make visible the darker underside of tales
and to incorporate these through material presence. The embodiment of ambiguities and
contradictions in sculptural works as explored in reference to Wolf’s writings earlier in this
research paper, allow for tales that in the case of Mr Finch and my own sculptural works, do
not shy away from the telling of conflicts, sufferings, and disappointments.

This chapter has introduced three artists whose works inform my research project and artistic
practice. The analyses explored how each artist approaches traditional narratives for initial
inspiration in his or her creative process. Their translations of these narratives into
contemporary sculptural forms are examined through analysis of their specific choices of
materials and construction techniques. What is evident is how physical materials and their
manipulation can present multifaceted ways in which a narrative can be embedded within
sculptural works. Rish’s production of contrast through a combination of the traditional and
the modern guides my approaches to incorporation of physical contradictions into my
sculptural works. The role of found objects in Mister Finch’s works influences my wall works
where the found object becomes a more dominant focus for material exploration. Ivimey’s
diverse assembly methods help me consider how I bring found materials together through the
process of deconstruction, carving and reassembly into new forms. In the following chapter, I
outline these processes of development in depth
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4. ARTISTIC PRACTICE AND CURRENT BODY OF WORK
Consider, for example, the operation of splitting timber with an axe.
The practised woodsman brings down the axe so that its blade
enters the grain and follows a line already incorporated into the
timber through its previous history of growth, when it was part of a
living tree. ‘It is a question’, write Deleuze and Guattari (2004, p.
451), ‘of surrendering to the wood, and following where it leads’
(Ingold 2009, p. 92)

The development of the creative work in this project stems from how ideas are materialised
through making in my practice. My thesis argues that traditional narratives need to be
reinterpreted for, and by, contemporary audiences in order to remain meaningful in our social
reality. Central to this process of reinterpretation is the introduction and inclusion of
ambiguities within narratives. The analysis of artworks in the previous chapter shows how
sculpture, as a physical medium, can embody uncertainties, contradictions, and ambiguities. I
argue that sculpture as a narrative medium is by nature ambiguous, and as such has the
capacity to make room for viewers to form their own interpretations. Such forms ‘trigger the
viewer to narrativise’, according to Werner Wolf (2011, p. 26) and make meaning of our
complex world.

In this chapter, I look at how I developed an approach to indeterminate sculptural forms or, as
Paul Carter explains, suggest ‘free-associative poetic reveries’ (2004, p. 17), in my current body
of work and my practice. Specifically, I consider how periods of self-reflection between
different stages of making allows conversations between sculptural objects and writing (as an
understanding of both the object and the making process) to emerge. This reflexive dialogue
reveals the conceptual significance of indeterminate narratives. The following sections loosely
chronicle the development of my research. They correspond to the different processes of
reinterpreting and expressing narratives in my work through the use of formal, ritual,
mythological and museological elements. For example, the reiteration of formal elements such
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as circles and lines suggest different narrative structures, while symbols such as runes (the
tribal and totemic), and rituals provide entry points for the viewers. Characters from myths are
re-presented in ways that disrupt traditional narrative associations. Although these sculptures
were produced concurrently, I have divided them into sections in order to explain the
emergence of these elements in the works. I show how ‘thinking through making’ functions as
a working method and how contemporary sculpture as a narrative form can be imbued with
ambiguity. I saw the retention of ambiguity as significant for the sculptural works within this
project, for two key reasons. The first built from the desire to retain audience engagement
(allowing the viewer time with the work to decode and unpack the narrative and material
processes). The second, more driving influence, was due to a desire to create concrete,
sculptural forms inspired by narratives, that did not lock the sculpture to a solidified moment
in the tale.

My sculptural practice has evolved with the use of timber and found objects and where the
physical characteristics of these materials have posed limitations as well as possibilities.
Sculpting with timber is to work with grain, density and shape. Carving demanded full
concentration at each and every stage. Mistakes could not be rectified but instead could be
incorporated into the piece, reshaping the original idea. My practical knowledge evolved with
hands-on experience and by answering questions such as: What is the right type of timber for
this piece? What are the more appropriate tools to use? I also integrate ‘found’ timber
elements that range from dried branches to fruit bowls into the pieces. When incorporating
these objects into my sculptures, I assess their ‘weight’; their history materialised by use, by
time, by sea or wind. This interaction with the objects’ material histories also invites the
audience to imagine the story of each physical element triggering the audience to narrativise.
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In this project, I extended my exploration to focus on jointed forms and ambiguous shapes. I
examined how the skills, techniques and materials used in creating sculptural forms, together
with the iterative process of reflection on these steps, open up ways in which traditional
narratives can be translated into material expressions in a meaningful way. Found objects,
carved wood, and impossible joints in my sculptures provide viewers with multiple entry
points into the narratives of the objects. The physical formations of these sculptures shape
how an audience may engage with their forms and interpret meanings. A set of sculptures on a
smaller scale beckons the viewer to look more closely (Figure.18). Like Ian Gentle’s sculptures
considered in Chapter 1, elements that suggest the certain construction process may also
invite the audience to make an intimate inspection. Whilst the wall works I created expanded
in size to allow audiences to stand back and take in these strange forms, the return to the
smaller scale in the final rune-inspired wall series again urge the audience to come closer.

Figure 18: Kate Stehr, Pivot, 2007, timber construction, 15 cm x 12 cm x 10 cm

Hindsight, Oh Wonderful Thing! (Icarus)
The body of works created for this research project explored folk tales by translating
characters of narratives into physical form. Recognisable characters such as the Minotaur in
Ovid’s Metamorphoses or Nordic snake figure, Jörmungandr in the ‘Prose Edda’ provided
reciprocal and self-reflective platforms (for both myself and the audience) to re-visit these
stories. The reciprocity was found in the dialogue between the traditional narratives and their
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contemporary reinterpretation as sculptures. This section provides an overview of how
narrative themes are explored through materials and process. It concludes with a discussion
about how physical materials and their assemblage work within a transmedial narratological
framework.

Figure 19: Kate Stehr, 2012, The Drogue, ‘Voyage’ Series, timber, aluminium, metal fixings, fishing
net, fibreglass, 1.37 m x 2.4 m x 5.2 m

Figure 20: Kate Stehr, 2015, Hindsight, Oh Wonderful Thing! (Icarus) from The Reimagined Tale
Series, jelutong, quail wings, brass telescope, petri dish, turned timber bowl, 520 mm x 850 mm x
400 mm

Hindsight, Oh Wonderful Thing! (Icarus) (2012-2017) (Figure.20) is the first piece developed in
this project. I began with preliminary sketches for the first of the series, Icarus (Figure. 21, 22
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and 23), detailing key aspects, such as positions of joints and mixed media elements, I wanted
to include in the finished piece.

Figure 21 and 22: Kate Stehr, 2015, Preliminary sketches for the Icarus sculpture. On the left is the idea for
the full work idea and on the right is the head detail

These sketches provide a means to capture visions that arose from the initial ideas. My vision
was a figure with a bird head, articulated human limbs, and a frame for a torso. The birdheaded man refers to the ill-fated Icarus, who escapes from imprisonment using the wings of
wax and feathers made by his father, the craftsman Daedalus. Daedalus warns Icarus to take
care, to keep his distance from the sea or sun, but Icarus, in his pleasure at flying, flies high.
The sun melts the wax that holds together the feathers of his wings and the feathers fall away.
Icarus plunges into the ocean and dies.

nd

Figure 23: Kate Stehr, 2015, 2 preliminary sketch for Icarus sculpture

In my interpretation, Icarus has evolved into a bird-like creature, his human head replaced
with that of an unidentifiable bird. He retains his human arms, legs, hands and feet, and
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clutches in his hands a set of ‘wings’. To complicate the physicality of the story, I exaggerate
the contrast between a heavy human and a light bird by visualising the wings as ineffectual
feathered brushes that are far too small to lift the figure into the air. This contrasts the fullscale wings, crafted from scavenged feathers and candle wax often depicted in artistic
interpretations in the original myth (Figure.24). Like Ivimey’s Bellarophon, my Icarus is an antihero.

Figure 24: Herbert Lambert, 1898, The Lament for Icarus, oil on canvas, 180 cm x 150 cm

In my interpretation, the wings, a symbol of freedom, are transformed into useless
possessions, vastly ill equipped to lift my Icarus into the sky. A birdman grasping useless
‘wings’ gestures to contemporary consumerist culture. The body of Icarus is a simple,
rectangular timber frame with no backing, which houses an assemblage of objects.

The evolution of the Icarus marionette was determined by the cycle of active and reflective
periods of creation. The material selection and incremental choices made during construction
opened up possibilities of introducing layers of meanings physically into the narrative. In my
artmaking, a freshly milled, easily carved timber seems amenable and in contrast to salvaged
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timbers which can often fight the carving process and feel cantankerous. Salvaged timbers and
driftwood often project a grotesque character that can be worked into recognisable forms, as
described in Chapter 2. The response to materials is crucial to determining working methods
and processes. Estelle Barrett (2007) argues that artistic innovation cannot always be planned
and the final artefacts created during artistic research are ‘necessarily unpredictable’ (p. 11).
Similarly, Linda Roche (2007 p. 2) describes her making process:
On completion of process/performance there is a chance to experiment
and modify, an opportunity to make minor adjustments, to alter the
structure of future work. The reflection that occurs in these
experimental phases between events marks out the space between
what might initially be a loosely formed intention and what actually
happens en route. It involves thinking about and reshaping an action
whilst in the process of doing… Although the image emerges within an
arena of expectation there are always surprises (Roche 2007, p.2).
Roche describes the pauses between creative and experimental phases in relation to her own
painting practice, as containing a ‘sense of emergence or revealing that occurs outside of
myself as the piece develops’ (2007, p. 52). She ascribes ‘sentient’ qualities to matter that
guide her use of these materials in her work (p. 54). While the materials (predominantly paint
in Roche’s case) need the artist to ‘make themselves’, the innate qualities of each material
become an integral facet in the conversation of the making process. In Vibrant Matter, Jane
Bennett argues that political theory needs better understanding and acknowledgement of the
effects of non-human forces in our environments (2010). Bennett envisages a ‘vital materiality’
that connects and runs through all things, be they human or non-human, living or non-living. In
my practice, the tendencies of materials to behave in a certain way can be explained by such
things as grain, weight, or texture. The improvisational, intuitive dialogue I engage in
throughout the creative process is guided by the innate use of these non-human and nonliving materials.
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As with Adam Rish’s practice, the creation and production of the Icarus sculpture began with
the selection of the jelutong wood. This timber is a South East Asian hardwood valued for its
low density, straight grain and fine texture. Jelutong has properties that are similar to those of
balsa. The softness, the straight and even grain, and the light colour impart its own demands
on how it is carved. Even straight grain dictates how the chisel will move, shaping bends to
move with the natural flow of its growth. This expensive timber is sold in a few timber
specialist stores and requires careful planning. These factors gave rise to a consciousness on
my part to ensure its efficient use in the construction of the artworks and influences how I
handle the materials.

Figure 25: Kate Stehr, 2015, two laminated slabs of jelutong

The two timber sections were first laminated together (Figure. 25), gluing and clamping the
sections on planed edges to create a larger section to work with. The reductive carving process
was achieved through a number of stages using a range of tools. The first stage was a rough
carve with an Arbortech carving blade on a standard grinder body. This reduced the mass of
the block, while defining major ‘landmarks’ in the three-dimensional shape. The second stage
used an Arbortech ‘Mini-Grinder’, whose smaller carving disk enabled carving into small
spaces. This tool was used to delineate all major details and shapes. The surface of the object
was still quite rough at this stage and I would purposefully leave the rough marks of creation
such as visual chisel marks that invite the audience into the making process. Parts of the
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sculpture that needed refinement were resolved using hand chisels and sanding tools, which
ranged from a mini-belt sander, to hand sanding.

Joints for the limbs were carved, with moving joints created using pegs and slots secured
using dowel. These inactive ‘puppets’ depicting Icarus, the Minotaur, White Hare, and
Gullinbursti the Golden Boar, play with the idea of vitalism, with the marionette joints
suggesting potential for action. Their size invites the viewer in for a closer look and to invest
these inanimate figures with life and spirit. The frame torso of Icarus was made to correspond
to dimensions of the limbs. The box frame was constructed from lengths of pre-milled pine,
cut to create simple butt joins at the ends. The limbs and head were attached to the frame and
the joins ‘softened’ by the application of wood putty and sanded smooth.

Once issues were resolved, the construction process for the body parts in the marionette
series was methodical and process-driven. These procedures were then followed in making the
majority of the pieces, with each iteration contributing to refinement of the process. As with
Ivimey’s making process, the working method developed can be described as ritualistic. The
repetitive action of carving, the solitary nature of making and the engagement with craft often
result in the experience of ‘flow’. The state is described by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi in Flow:
The Psychology of Optimal Experience (2008) as one of complete absorption. The mind is
focused on a single activity and is unaware of anything beyond. In these moments, time seems
to stand still, and I am ‘at one’ with the process. I feel a clear connection between the
sculpture, my intention, and myself. I am completely focused on the work, each new step, the
desire to move the work through the processes I see opening up in my mind as I am working.
During these moments I have a clear understanding of where the work is heading, even if I am
yet to see its finished form. I know the next steps to be taken and work assuredly towards each
next stage of completion. This experience of flow created during the ritualistic process can be
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opened up to the viewers through the physical materials. The different textures offer an entry
point into the journey from block of wood to a finished piece. Material encounters at all level
(seeing the rough marks or feeling the finely sanded surfaces) embed ‘narrativizing’ elements
into the sculptural forms.

For the Icarus figure, I selected a found object, an old brass section from a telescope, as the
key to the piece. I am reminded of Joseph Cornell’s assemblages where a single found object in
each piece provides the key to the narrative. In comparison to the carving process, integrating
the found objects into the sculpture was a far more intuitive process. This working method is
open, producing sculptures whose meanings are indeterminate and open to interpretation.
Cameron Tonkinwise extrapolates that making is not ‘all knowing’ (2008, p. 15). In working
with found objects, there are moments of discovery revealing a new of making, a way forward,
or a unique insight. Carole Gray and Julian Malins refer this thinking about an action while
doing it as ‘improvisational’ and something that ‘relies on feeling, response and adjustment’
(2004, p. 22). Similarly, Donald Schön likens it to a ‘reflective conversation’ with the materials
at hand (1938, p. 78). When immersed in making, these steps are instinctual and it is only upon
completion that reflection begins. The assemblage of found objects for Icarus was iterative,
requiring selection, rejection, and rearrangement. Assemblage involved interaction and
dialogue with each individual object. The old brass section used in the sculpture was rotated,
turned, linked with other objects, discarded and finally reselected, along with a glass petri dish.
The glassware gestured to the ocular lens of the telescope. A small, carved timber trinket bowl
provided a break in the visual line to create a smooth transition to the underside of the timber
frame. When objects seem disparate, I look for coherence with their overall aesthetic; the way
in which the eye flows over the piece, and cohesion of the material characteristics. Each
element within a work adds a new ‘voice’ to the existing conversation incorporating multiple
perspectives of all the non-living objects and materials that make up the piece.
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It is in these ways that the making process of a sculpture (from carving to assembly) can
translate tales into physical forms. The sculpture does not seek to illustrate a linear narrative,
but rather project multiple perspectives and storylines through these physical steps. As Paul
Carter argues, art is collaborative. This collaboration in reinterpreting stories takes place both
during the creative process between the artist and the artwork, and during the discourse
between the work and its audiences.

Runes, Running Lines and Repeating Circles
As my methods evolved, my materials diversified. I incorporated a section of bent cane
furniture in a marionette piece and this marriage of materials started a new phase of
development.

Figure 26: Kate Stehr, 2017, Runes, cane, timber, feathers, Perspex, dimensions variable

I began creating pieces formed almost entirely from deconstructed, re-carved and
reassembled cane elements. Unlike the freestanding marionette and everyday objects, these
works were made as wall pieces. Their flattened physical forms shifted away from the
figurative towards more abstract depictions inspired by the shapes of Nordic runes (Figure.
26). Runes were the letters used in a pre-Latin alphabet, with the earliest Norse inscriptions
dating from around 160 AD (Looijenga 2003, p. 78). In Norse mythology they are believed to
have been of divine origin, as suggested by ‘runo [...] raginakundo’ or ‘runes of divine origin’
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(Lindow 1985, pp. 21-22) inscribed on the Noleby Runestone from c.600 AD. My interest lies
not only in the shape of the written arrangements, but also in their semblance to zoomorphic
forms (Figure. 27).

Figure 27: Kate, Stehr, 2017, Generally Benevolent Gods (Ninazu), 2017, cane, tree root, found
objects, 430 mm x 1330 mm x 90mm

This idea of allowing the shapes and forms found in natural materials, such as timber and
stone, is described by Horst Waldemar Janson in The ‘Image Made by Chance’ in Renaissance
Thought (1961). He outlines that humans have, since primeval times, learned how to make
images from these resemblances and cites this as the ‘origin of sculpture’ (p. 53). Fiona Hall’s
Manuhiri (Travellers) (2014-2015) (Figure.28) is a case in point. The installation of scavenged
driftwood pieces that the artist collected from a beach in New Zealand brings together a
selection of unadulterated driftwood that resemble animal remains of perhaps medieval
bestiaries.
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Figure 28: Fiona Hall, 2014-2015, Manuhiri (Travellers), driftwood, dimensions variable

I twist the original shapes of the runes to create abstract anthropomorphic and zoomorphic
forms. Teeth-lined mouths, animal horns and feathered ‘head-dresses’ emerged to make
obscure and ambiguous references to a range of Nordic mythological gods and beasts.

Figure 29: Kate Stehr, 2017, The Search for Knowledge (Odin One Eye), cane, timber, Perspex, 860
mm x 940 mm x 30mm

Similarly, the larger wall works created from salvaged cane and timber dowel allude to key
characters or objects from Nordic mythology. Odin (Figure.29), who sacrificed one of his
eyes24, is referenced by the rounded, opaque-Perspex inlaid form. The Trickster god, Loki
(Figure.30 – right) known for being both a help and a menace to his fellow gods and goddesses
24

Odin gave one of his eyes to the giant Mimir, who guarded the well Mímisbrunnr. This was in payment
for taking a sip from the well to gain the wisdom it contained.
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is here with his laughing, tooth-filled maw, the Gjallarhorn25 (Figure.30 – left), with sound
spreading out from the mouth of the horn. These works take delight in exploring playful lines,
and in moving the viewer’s eye over and through repeated circular forms. Joinery is smoothly
transitioned (paying homage to the joinery techniques of Ian Gentle) allowing no interruption
to this visual journey.

Figure 30: Kate Stehr, 2017, Call (Gjallarhorn), cane, found objects, 1550 mm x 370 mm x 40mm,
(left), 2017, The Trickster (Loki), cane, found objects, 50 mm x 2010 mm x 30mm (right)

The Tribal, Totemic and the Everyday
The tribal and totemic emerged from this project as a recurring theme. The simplified figures,
the anthropomorphic and zoomorphic allusions, and the found objects of feathers and ropes
point towards tribal artefacts from around the world. We Chase Our Tales (Jörmungandr)
(2015) (Figure.31) explores the totemic26. In Norse mythology Jörmungandr, one of Loki’s three
children, was a giant serpent that surrounded the world, grasping his own tail. He kept the
oceans from falling away, and it was predicted that when he finally let go, the world would
end. The simplified snake form with rounded, blank eyes, and puppet-like jaw, affixed with
rope, makes reference to children’s toys or tribal masks. The internal assemblage hints at

25

The Gjallarhon, meaning ‘yelling horn’ or ‘loud sounding horn’ was owned by both the god Heimdallr
and the Mimir. Heimdall will use the horn during Ragnarok, when the enemy giants attack Asgard, home
of all Norse gods.
26
Totemism refers to a belief system where humans are said to have a spiritual relationships with
another being, such as an animal or plant
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reliquaries. The delicate retort glass 27 hanging suspended and the turned timber vase
funnelling down to it, explore the placing of significant objects as in the works of Linde Ivimey.

Figure 31: Kate Stehr, 2015, We Chase Our Tales (Jörmungandr), Jelutong, science glassware, found
objects, rope, 500 mm x 68 mm x 750mm

All of the marionettes contain these internal reliquaries that point to the traditional tales. In
Our Tangled Webs (Minotaur) (2015) (Figure.32), a ball of string hangs suspended within the
frame, its end unravelled and twined around the Minotaur’s hands. Encased within the string
is a section of a brass telescope, deconstructed, unreachable to the entangled beast, and
therefore useless. In the tale of the Minotaur, Theseus unravels a ball of twine at Ariadne’s
suggestion as he enters the Labyrinth where the Minotaur resides. By retracing the ball of
twine he is able to navigate within the Labyrinths and eventually kill the Minotaur. The
Minotaur was defeated, as it were, by a ball of twine. In this way, found objects provide the
keys to the narratives in my works.

27

A retort glass is used in a chemistry laboratory as a device for distillation or dry distillation of
substances.
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Figure 32: Kate Stehr, 2015, Our Tangled Webs (Minotaur), jelutong, hemp twine, brass telescope,
720 mm x 460 mm x 320mm

In the final installation, totemic objects are interspersed with everyday objects, including a
steam iron (Figure.33) and a beer can, carved in timber. Similar to Rish’s juxtapositions of
modern and pre-modern images connecting the sacred with the profane, my sculptures
challenge the conception of what is mundane, meaningful, or significant to our everyday lives.
Furthermore, the contrast generated by this collection of objects highlights the act of re-telling
of traditional tales for a contemporary audience. Through their physical presence and their
familiar stories these everyday objects provide access into the tales explored.
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Figure 33: Kate Stehr, 2017, Steam Iron, jelutong, hemp-covered electrical cord, dimension variable, (Iron:
260 mm x 150 mm x 115 mm)

The Wunderkammer Display
My previous analysis of Gentle’s Hoary Harry and Giggling Gert in Chapter 1 emphasises how
three-dimensionality of sculptural form allows physical interaction between the sculptural
form and the viewers in its use of space. The spatial arrangement of objects, both within the
individual pieces and within the installation of a series, provides an additional layer to imbue
narrative significance. Claude Bremond states that all narratives contain, ‘a layer of
autonomous significance, endowed with a structure that can be isolated from the whole
message…may be transposed from to another medium without losing its essential properties’
(1964, p. 20). This ‘transposability’ is explored in the final installation of my work series.
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Figure 34: Kate Stehr, 2017, Installation of Research Project I, mixed media, dimensions variable

In developing the installation of my work, I experimented with vitrines and museum cabinets
(Figure.34). In particular, I explored how the aesthetic of the Wunderkammer can be applied to
sculptures as a narrative medium. Wunderkammer rose to popularity during the Renaissance
and reached their peak during the Victorian era. To entertain guests, collectors took delight in
displaying their specimens from around the world in large rooms, halls or cabinets. Unlike
modern museums, the collected objects were not classified or categorised. The display made
associations that were meaningful to the curator. Encountering these objects en masse also
allowed the audience to create their own associations and narratives. Barbara Stafford and
Frances Terpak (2001) argue that, ‘By bringing the wondrous into the world at hand, the
display cabinet prepared the modern mind to expand the limits of its imagination and be
transported beyond the here and now’ (p. 164). Of equal significance to contemporary
audiences is the suggestive power associated with the whimsical juxtapositions of objects
within a Wunderkammer. In the use of confined spaces such as the wunderkabinet, Stafford
and Terpak write:

[The cabinet] offered a format whose utility contributed to […]
persisting appeal. The stability of the frame, coupled with a tiered
internal configuration inviting analogical juxtapositions, gave users
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the double freedom of manoeuvring and experimenting through
the distribution of mutable contents (p.7).
The use of these box-like containers in artworks offers this same potential for juxtapositions.
Stafford and Terpak claim that Joseph Cornell understood the power of boxes in helping the
audience to create various connections between these objects in his assemblages (p. 282).
Cornell believed the display cabinet provides continuing opportunities for ‘shaping knowledge
and creating the provocative visual paradigms intrinsic to contemporary culture (pp. 164-165).
He once asked, ‘Who knows what those objects will say to each other?’ (Caws 1993, p. 11).

Figure 35: Fiona Hall, 1998, Cash Crop, 80 carved soap objects, painted bank notes in a vitrine, 174.0
cm x 132.2 cm x 57.2 cm

Fiona Hall’s Cash Crop (1998) (Figure.35) houses eighty fruits and vegetables carved from soap
in a single vitrine with the objects arranged according to size on tiered glass shelves. The plant
products she carved including the cola nut, or water chestnut, are representative of food
exports from specific places. This collection of objects embodies a critical narrative that
explores the connection between botany, natural resources and trade. Soap dissolves in water.
Hall’s use of this material gestures towards the softening of maritime trade, and the ‘blurring
and even total dissolution of the natural ecosystems in which the plants originate and of the
traditional uses and economic interests of the indigenous people of their source countries
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(Hansen 2015, p. 42). Hall’s use of the museum vitrine rather than the Wunderkammer, is a
deliberate reference to the classification and categorisation of modern systems (as set
narratives) as well as to how these systems endow values on specific objects (Figure.36).

Figure 36: Fiona Hall, 1998, Cash Crop (detail), 80 carved soap objects, painted bank notes in a
vitrine, 174.0 cm x 132.2 cm x 57.2 cm

The objects, their arrangement within a glass case, and the use of specific materials all impact
on the interpretation of the work and the narratives that emerge. The reference to everyday
objects in Hall’s practice is significant. The beautifully rendered items, grouped with like
valuable objects in glass display cases challenge the distinction between everyday objects and
the valued object. My sculptural objects are given the same significance by their display cases
and their final arrangement. Like Hall’s sculptures, full size replicas of everyday objects such as
an iron, light bulb and beer can, are set within clear cases. However, unlike Hall’s piece, my
sculptures are interspersed amongst the totemic objects carved using similar materials and
follow no particular classification system.
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Figure 37: Terence Koh, 2006, Untitled (Vitrines 5 – Secret Secrets), mixed media, dimensions variable

Canadian artist Terence Koh’s28 Untitled (Vitrines 5 – Secret Secrets) (Figure.37) also transforms
the everyday into artwork. This is achieved by arranging objects within individual vitrines. Each
individual glass case displays a single item he collected from his childhood, lovers, friends and
sites of personal importance (Figure.38). Unlike Hall’s Cash Crop, narrative is built
incrementally rather than as a collection. Audiences may examine the objects one by one or
view them en masse. They may interpret the objects as symbolically significant and create
their own associations as directed by their sizes, shapes, or placements. The white tone of the
objects, each coated with a plaster-like paint, (and the white edging of the display vitrines)
unifies the composition. In my installation, similarly coloured jelutong and cane unify the mass
of objects presented.

28

Previously known as asianpunkboy
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The stacked vitrines 29 of various sizes in Koh’s work are particularly influential on my
installation. Aside from being rectangular, there is no identifiable uniformity in the relationship
between the size of the container and the object it displays. Furthermore, unlike the
standalone museum vitrines, Koh’s boxes are stacked on each other and are capable of
different configurations. Significantly, Koh’s installation can be arranged and re-arranged in
response to different exhibition spaces.30 It is this non-deterministic way in which objects can
be feely arranged within a Wunderkammer that allows multiple associations and narratives are
of key significance to my project. Stafford and Terpak argue that the dimensionality within a
confined space and non-fixed arrangement of objects within Wunderkammern invited limitless
narratives to be built from its contents (2001, p. 7). Stephen Bann (2003) states that the object
within the curiosity cabinet becomes, ‘…tied to something immaterial like a story or a personal
association, as well as asserting is own materiality in animal, vegetable or mineral terms’
(p.125).

Figure 38: Terence Koh, 2006, Untitled (Vitrines 5 – Secret Secrets) (detail), mixed media, dimensions
variable

Patrick Mauriès (2002) writes about the use of display cases as a way of shaping meaning for
contemporary audiences. The capacity to at once define and discover allows multiple and
contradictory meanings to be layered together (p. 25). Further to this, Bann argues that

29

A vitrine is a glass-panelled cabinet or case for displaying articles such as china, objets d'art, or fine
merchandise.
30
Wunderkammern or Cabinets of Curiosity were encyclopaedic collections of objects categorised as
belonging to natural history, geology, ethnography, archaeology, religious or historical relics, works of
art (including cabinet paintings), and antiquities
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‘Curiosity has the valuable role of signalling to us that the object on display is invariably a
nexus of interrelated meanings – which may be quite discordant rather than as a staging post
on a well-trodden route through history’ (2003, p. 120). I have borrowed Koh’s approaches in
the execution of my body of works (Figure. 39).

The display cases utilised for the exhibition of my works were installed in stacked positions,
moving from larger to smaller sizes. The viewpoint of these cases is low, inviting the viewer to
crouch down and encouraging closer inspection of the works displayed within. The boxes,
when viewed as a collective, create a matrix of lines, the aluminium bar of each box
crisscrossing and dissecting the forms of others. Perspex has been used on the top and bottom
of each box, but the sides are left open. The rigid but fine rectilinear forms contrast with the
organic, arabesque forms of the marionette and everyday object timber works. Some of the
carved objects sit on small, clear Perspex shelves, and seem to float within their containers.
Not all of the cases contain objects, allowing a visual ‘break’ as the eye wanders over the
stacked collection of pieces.

Figure 39: Kate Stehr, 2017, Installation of Research Project, mixed media, dimensions variable
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In examining both Hall’s and Koh’s arrangements of objects, I tease out elements with which I
can experiment with my sculptural works. This method of artistic creation and exhibition
exemplifies Brad Haseman’s (2006) theory of performative research. The object created in the
artistic process is used to both present the research while also being the research. The final
form of my installation responded to the gallery space, the objects, and the display cases. The
arrangement was arrived at through iterative experimentation and trials.

In this chapter I detailed my creative and working processes in the development of the body of
work presented. I outlined how my works provoke reflection on the traditional tales (Greek
myths, Nordic tales and Celtic stories) in the making of the physical objects from material
selection, the development of techniques, the incorporation of found objects, to juxtapositions
in assemblies. Each of these steps provides opportunities to embed narrativising elements and
keys to the multi-dimensional narratives in physical forms. I analysed how formal, ritual,
mythological and museological elements emerge in my works and function in the sculptures.
By developing alternative ways of exhibiting sculptures as installations, I expand sculpture as a
narrative medium that is capable of embodying ambiguities and complexities. The layering of
meanings is important to the objective of my project, which is to create narratives that are
relevant to our lives today. The methods of making and exhibiting explored in my project
opens up a space and invite the viewer to unpack the work, to ponder on the material
arrangement, and to create their own narratives. In the conclusion of this dissertation, I
summarise the journey undertaken in this project and further explore Carter’s claims that
artwork can convey meanings through the material encounters between objects and audience.
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5. CONCLUSION
Traditional Tales And Sculptural Forms: Translating Narratives Into Material Expressions
explores the capacity of sculpture as a narrative form. My thesis argues that traditional
narratives need to be retold and reinterpreted for contemporary audiences. How traditional
narratives can be translated and conveyed as contemporary sculptures has been a central
focus of this project. My research began as an investigation into the impact of ‘disneyfication’
on the ‘flattening’ of traditional narratives. The central tenant of my argument is the need to
shift away from these sanitised Disney tales to nuanced stories capable of embodying conflicts,
sufferings, and life’s complexities. Rather than flattening the narratives to dichotomies of good
and evil, right or wrong, I have argued that reinterpretations need to incorporate ambiguities
into the retelling to stimulate audience response and to invite their own readings. My project
asserts that sculpture is a powerful narrative medium capable of preserving the complexities
of traditional narratives by translating narrative elements into physical forms. These threedimensional works have the capacity to encapsulate the ambiguities of traditional narratives
reconfigured for contemporary audiences through the use of materials, construction
techniques and installation.

My investigation began with the making process and explored how the physical act of
fashioning materials into forms can imbue sculptural objects with narrative potential. For
example, the use of found objects in a sculptural piece combines the tangible history of the
objects with their new role in an artwork and opens up the narrative capacity of the work. I
further examined how material choices alter preliminary ideas of a sculptural piece and how
the artist’s decisions in the making process can become a key tool to the building and reading
of narrative within the completed work. The interplay with materials through direct physical
touch encourages internal discourse. This methodology of ‘thinking through making’ or
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material thinking underpinned the analyses of existing artworks and the development of my
body of works.

Transmedial narratology has been the central theoretical framework that provided the
underlying foundation for my exploration. Transmedial narratology differs from narratology in
its expansive consideration of visual and dramatic forms as valid platforms for narrative
delivery. In the second chapter of this dissertation, I explored ways in which narratives that
shape our lives can be conveyed through a range of mediums within the transmedia
narratology framework. Werner Wolf’s description of the neglect of sculpture as a potential
narrative medium was crucial in shaping this research project. I was guided to explore
contemporary artists whose practice may close to this gap.

I followed with in-depth analyses of three artists’ works in the third chapter. Adam Rish, Linde
Ivimey and Mister Finch were chosen for their use of sculptural forms as a narrative medium.
These analyses teased out how contemporary sculptural forms act as vehicles for individual
reinterpretations of traditional narratives. The collaborative projects of Rish combined images
of the everyday found in a globalized culture with traditional Balinese carving processes to
reinterpret traditional narratives for contemporary audiences. Rish creates modular timber
works that fuse Balinese traditional imagery with various construction methods to create new
narratives. Rish transforms stories of the past and present into complex, enigmatic sculptural
forms. This informs my practice and explains how ambiguities of contemporary life can be
retained within reinterpretations through juxtapositions of seemingly incongruent objects and
images. Ivimey’s ability to retain the history of process within her sculptures rests primarily in
her use of found objects and fabrication techniques. Her attention to the physical qualities of
the materials, assembly methods and making process contributes to the narrative capacity of
sculptural works by physically layering ‘narrativizing’ elements. Mister Finch’s deliberate
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incorporation of found objects into his soft sculptures uses the audience’s existing knowledge
with traditional narratives as a way to reinterpret the tales. For example, the use of a
pincushion as crown encourages audience to take a closer look at their own expectations and
draw attention to their own perceptions of the alluded stories. I have taken away from this
approach different ways to employ familiar imagery as a tool to foster audience engagement.
These artwork analyses contextualise my research project and my own artmaking practice
within the contemporary sculptural practice and critical discussions on materials, techniques
and artists’ intent. The sculptures analysed were all imbued with ambiguities and
contradictions through their deliberate use of materials and techniques, opening up spaces for
diverse audience interpretations.

In Chapter 4, I outlined the development of the body of works created for this research
project. This documented a moving away from singular, freestanding sculptures to a series of
interrelated pieces displayed as a whole in my practice. The chapter also outlined the
development of combing timber with found objects in a work. This included the disassembly
and reassembly of cane furniture in the creation of new forms. The experiment to create
marionette-style jointed pieces was successful albeit a steep learning curve. Early sculptures,
with joints created from the same jelutong timber as the body, cracked under the pressure of
motion and, through experimentation, it was resolved that a denser timber needed to be
inserted for all joints. These works were semi-representational, shifting away from abstraction.
The discovery and experimental use of cane furniture in constructing the later wall pieces
opened up the project and brought abstraction back into my oeuvre. The artwork analyses and
the theoretical framework guided the more prominent use of found objects in my work.

A key development explicated in the final chapter is the emergence of a new direction in the
installation of sculptural pieces. Further artwork analysis of Ian Gentle, Fiona Hall and Terence
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Koh’s practice provided an opportunity to explore how artists use space to install sculptures,
display parts, or present fragments as a whole to enrich narrative depth. Analysis of Gentle’s
works in Chapter 1 identified how physical placement of sculptures in space functions in lieu of
a narrative background. Hall’s and Koh’s uses of vitrines and cases to display sculptural pieces
in museum display and Wunderkammer configuration was a key influence in moving away
from displaying sculptures on plinths to a designed installation space using aluminium and
Perspex cases. The way an installation can immerse visitors in the midst of objects to convey
meanings through the material encounters between objects and audiences presented a final
step in this research project.

Myths were sourced as inspiration for works from around the world, including Greek, Nordic,
Sumerian and British, with the defining link between all being the feature of a key animal
character in the tale. Greek mythology was the predominant inspiration for the earlier works
in the series, such as the Icarus and Minotaur piece, while Gullinbursti, and the vast majority of
wall works, including all the small rune pieces, were inspired by Nordic mythology.

The series of works can be seen to be linked through the material choices, construction
techniques and through a range of repeated visual devices, such as the circular motif seen in
the runic wall works, the framing structure found within the central section of the marionette
pieces, the sharpened points seen throughout the works, and the mixed media elements such
as rope, feathers and fiber, used in contrast to the timber. These echo the universal aspects of
myth, and the links that are seen between mythologies around the world.

Through this dissertation, I have demonstrated, in keeping with Paul Carter’s theory that
throughout the creative process art is a collaborative operation between the artwork and the
artist and, during display, between the audience and the work. The exegetical writing has been
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shaped through a process of making and reflection. Reflection on the findings from the process
of this research project has opened up my sculptural practice and material use. Using
transmedial narratology as a theoretical framework and a ‘thinking through making’
methodology, my project broadened the narrative capacity of sculptural form through
material thinking. The exegetical component of my project reflected on these processes and
provided the context for my practice. These findings respond to the research question about
how traditional narratives can be translated into material expressions in contemporary
sculptures. The discoveries made and future directions for my series excite me. The interactive
quality offered by these material encounters invites viewers to engage with the ‘narrativizing
elements’ embedded within the pieces and create their own stories.

Traditional Tales and Sculptural Forms: Translating Narratives into Material Expressions argues
for the significance of new translations of traditional narratives into material forms in
contemporary art. In this research project I have shown that traditional stories and narratives
are continually examined in contemporary art and culture. This research project contributes to
the field of contemporary sculptures by theorising the medium’s capacity to reinterpret and
re-present traditional narratives for contemporary audiences. In addition, it contributes to the
field of transmedial narratology from a practice perspective.

I began this project with the hopes to re-tell tales to our young people that would equip them
to deal with the world’s conflicts, sufferings, and disappointments. Jack Zipes writes:
It has become impossible for serious artists to accept the traditional
structures and ‘goodness’ of fairy tales in a globalized world that appears to
have gone haywire. And yet there are profound meanings in classical fairy
tales that stem from human conflicts of the past and still speak to us […]
that can still resonate with us if their underlying dramas are re-created and
re-designed to counter as well as collide with our complex social
realities...contemporary fairy-tale artworks, though often dystopian, still
pulsate with utopian fervour. (Zipes 2012, p.136)
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My future practice will continue to explore traditional narratives with the new discoveries
made in this project. The runic works, and in particular the use of the curved cane, will be of
particular focus for future works. The conceptual leaps made whilst allowing the natural state
of the found materials to influence the shape of the works, both literally and conceptually, is
something I will continue to explore more deeply.
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